Shock interactions with heavy gaseous elliptic cylinders: Two leeward-side shock competition modes and a heuristic model for interfacial circulation deposition at early times
Typeset using REVT E X I. INTRODUCTION Accelerated inhomogeneous ows are everpresent. For example, the interaction of a shock with a density-strati ed interface is a canonical problem in compressible hydrodynamics 1]. Such studies 2] are motivated by a desire to understand baroclinic generation of vorticity and turbulent mixing in scramjets, inertial con nement fusion systems and the astrophysical environments of planetary nebulae and supernovae.
In this paper, we focus on the interaction of a planar shock with a prolate, heavy (i.e. heavier than ambient) gas ellipse (elliptical cylinder), as shown in Fig. 1 . Because of symmetry, we show only the top half. An incident shock (IS) of Mach number M, propagates from the left with a front perpendicular to the x-axis in an in nite gaseous medium of density 0 , pressure p 0 , and ratio of speci c heats 0 , and strikes a prolate heavy gas ellipse of aspect ratio and minor axis 2b, density b , pressure p b , and ratio of speci c heats b . By prolate, we mean the minor axis of the ellipse is along the x-axis, the direction of propagation of the incident shock front. The parameters for the gases used in this investigation are shown in Table 1 .
When IS strikes the interface between the elliptical bubble and the ambient gas, it refracts into a transmitted shock (TS) and a re ected wave. Two generic classes of interactions exist: one where the IS moves faster than the TS (fast-slow or f/s), and vice versa (slow-fast or s/f). For the parameters considered in this paper, f/s (s/f) interactions are observed when = b = 0 > 1 ( < 1). The re ected wave is usually a shock for a f/s interaction and a rarefaction for s/f. If the IS, TS and the re ected waves meet at a node on the interface, the refraction is called regular.
As the incident shock traverses the windward side of the elliptical interface, it generates a layer of vorticity baroclinically. However, on the leeward side, we identify new, more complex modes of circulation generation, associated with shock interactions, both on and o the interface. Essentially, the shock transmitted through the ellipse may reach and be transmitted through the leeward side before the IS completes its traversal of the leeward side. Our goal is to derive a heuristic model to quantify the baroclinic circulation deposited on the interface at the end of the early time phase, that is due to the traversal of the entire elliptical bubble by the incident and transmitted shocks.
Eventually, the dominant deposited circulation rolls-up into two counter{rotating complex dipolar vortices which emerge from the interaction at late time, e. g. a time exceeding at least ve ellipse passage times of the incident shock. These have been observed in simulations and experiments of low Mach number M 1:3 shock interactions with circular cylinders, and their evolution may be explained in terms of incompressible strati ed vortex dynamics.
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II. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

A. Governing Equations
We rst present results from numerical simulations to demonstrate the shock{competition mentioned above. Since viscous e ects are negligible during the vorticity deposition phase of the shock{ellipse interaction, we adopt an inviscid model for simulation purposes. We make the following assumptions: the ow is inviscid, the gases are perfect, and there are no chemical reactions between the two gases, which are further assumed to be in thermal equilibrium. The governing equations (the compressible Euler equations) in conservative form are U t + F(U) x + G(U) y = 0; (2.1) where U = f ; u; v; E; g T ; F(U) = f u; u 2 + p; uv; (E + p)u; ug T ; G(U) = f v; uv; v 2 + p; (E + p)v; vg T ; and E is the total energy, related to the pressure p by p = ( ? 1)(E ? 1 2 (u 2 + v 2 )). In the above equations, the scalar quantity (x; t), de ned as the volume fraction of the incident gas, is used to track the interface between the incident and transmitted gases. (x; t) 2 0; 1] and the level set (x; t) = 0:5 is chosen to de ne the interface.
B. Initial and Boundary Conditions
The boundary conditions are post-incident shock values at the left boundary and quiescent ow (p 0 ; 0 ; u = 0) at the right boundary. Re ecting boundary conditions (u n = 0, where n is the unit normal to the plane of the boundary) were enforced on the horizontal axis (axis of symmetry) and out ow boundary conditions were enforced on the top boundary. The ellipse is centered at the origin of the coordinate system, and because symmetry is assumed, only the top half of the ellipse is simulated. The initial condition for is given by (x; 0) = 1(0) in the incident (transmitted) gas. A shock moving in the positive xdirection is initialized a distance X 0 upstream of the ellipse using the Rankine-Hugoniot jump conditions.
C. Numerical Details
Our numerical method is a second-order accurate Godunov scheme and includes interface tracking. A complete exposition of the numerical method can be found in our previous paper 12]. The Godunov method gives rise to transverse oscillations behind the transmitted shock at high Mach numbers (M > 2:75) and high strati cations ( > 5), and consequently a second{order Equilibrium Flux Method (EFM) 13] was used for them.
It should be noted that no explicit arti cial viscosity was used in these numerical methods. However these numerical methods do su er from an implicit numerical viscosity which causes a local mixing of the incident and transmitted gases. The ratio of speci c heats in a computational cell containing a mixture of the gases is calculated as
where R 0 and R b are gas constants of the incident and transmitted gas, respectively. A uniform square ( x = y) mesh is used for all the simulations. Typically X 0 = 10 x. The interface is initially smeared over 2 x to 3 x.
D. Normalizations
For simplicity, we assume p b = p 0 = 0 = 1 and b = . All length scales are normalized by b (equivalent to specifying b = 1), velocities by c 0 , the speed of sound in the ambient medium (equivalent to specifying c 0 = 1), and time by t = b=c 0 , the half-bubble traversal time by a linear acoustic wave.
E. Validation
Since we are modeling interfacial circulation, we validate the simulation codes as in our previous studies 12, 14] In Fig. 2 we establish convergence with respect to grid re nement for ? num deposited on an ellipse. We plot the circulation for the parameter set M = 1:5; = 3:0; = 1:5; 0 = 1:4; b = 1:172, normalized by Mc 0 b, as a function of normalized time. For our early-time interval, we observe convergence for the interfacial circulation when the major axis of the ellipse was resolved by 180, 360, and 720 grid points. For the runs described in this paper, the major axis will be resolved by 360 grid cells.
III. PHENOMENOLOGY FOR TWO MODES OF LEEWARD SIDE SHOCK{COMPETITION AND CIRCULATION DEPOSITION
In this section, we distinguish between two modes (I & II) of shock-interface interaction which arise on the leeward side of a prolate ellipse. We introduce a shock{traversal time ratio which characterizes the appearance of the appropriate mode of the interaction.
A. Classi cation 1. Type I Samtaney and Zabusky 11] identi ed three phases in the interaction of shocks with circular cylinders. They are illustrated in Fig. 3 which shows ve points on a prolate ellipse. Points A and D are the windward and leeward tips of the ellipse, respectively, while B is the crest. Point C ( (?x c ; y c )) is the point where the shock refraction becomes irregular and C 0 is its mirror image on the leeward side. Both are essential to our heuristic model of early time circulation deposition, as discussed below. By heuristic, we mean a phenomenological, non{asymptotic estimate of deposited circulation that is within a 10% band surrounding the numerically calculated value. The phases are: Phase (i) : IS traverses AC on the windward side and undergoes regular refraction. This phase ends at C when , the local angle between the shock front and the ellipse, reaches the critical angle cr 11] for regular refraction. The derivation for cr as done in 11] is strictly applicable for planar oblique interfaces only and we employ it as an approximate measure of cr for curved interfaces.
Phase (ii) : IS traverses CB and undergoes irregular refraction at the interface. This phase ends when IS reaches the crest point B, i. e., = =2.
Phase (iii) : IS traverses the leeward side of the ellipse (between B and D in Fig. 3 ). The incident shock expands around the top and bends back to meet the interface almost at = =2 11]. During this phase IS weakens, and if it is su ciently weak, it transforms into a local region of compression waves near the interface. The e ects of shock competition, as outlined below are observed only in the BD section of the interface. Fig. 4 (a) (t = 2:2) shows the transmitted shock (TS) midway into the bubble. It has a nearly vertical left segment (approaching a local interaction with the leeward side) and a bent right segment which is connected to IS (which has nearly completed its traversal). The local interaction between the leeward side and TS can be s/f or f/s. In this particular example it happens to be s/f. Fig. 4 (b) (t = 3:67) shows an s/f interaction between TS and the post{shocked ambient gas on the leeward side of the ellipse in progress while the IS re ects o the horizontal axis, depositing opposite{signed vorticity. Thus TS completes its traversal of the ellipse after the IS. It is clear that there is circulation deposition rst by the IS followed by circulation deposition by the TS. Note that IS compresses the ellipse, and therefore the length of the minor axis is smaller than 2. Furthermore, the shock imparts a mean velocity to the ellipse along the x-axis. Due to this the ellipse does not appear centered at the origin in Fig. 4 . Some of the interactions described above have their signatures in the plot of the on{axis pressure space{time plot (Fig. 5) . The upstream and downstream limits of the interfacial region ( = 0:999) and the nominal interface ( = 0:5) on the x{axis have been plotted. After shock{interface interaction on the windward side, one sees a re ected and a transmitted shock, the latter approaching the leeward side of the ellipse. At the end of phase (iii), IS re ects o the x{axis (at t = 3:15), sending a shock upstream into the bubble. This interacts with the left (nearly vertical) segment of TS (seen as a \notch" at t = 3:55 and previously observed by Zabusky and Zeng 9] in axisymmetric spherical bubbles). A future study will elaborate this pressure enhancement.
Another view of these actions is shown in Fig. 6 , showing the evolution of circulation. Here, we plot the net, positive and negative budgets of the interfacial and global circulations. The important times are shown in Table II . t IS , estimated from the simulation data, is the total elapsed time required by IS, from start, to reach the x{axis on the leeward side. Similarly, t TS (also estimated from the numerical data) is the total elapsed time from start for the TS to cross the bubble interior and reach the leeward side. We see the expected linear growth and saturation of dominant negative circulation and the sudden growth of signi cant positive circulation 9] at t 4 when the on{axis pressure enhancement reaches the leeward side of the ellipse. First we see a nearly linear rise in dominant negative circulation, with a slight rise in positive circulation after point C (Fig. 3) , when the refraction becomes irregular. After t = 3:2, the net negative circulation on the interface begins to saturate because of the upward{going IS and its magnitude suddenly declines at around t = 4:0. We conjecture that this is due to the strong pressure wave following the collapse of the internal cavity (seen as the pressure enhancement in Fig. 5 ), as described in 9], depositing positive circulation on the leeward interface. The arrow at t = 4:0 points to the net circulation used in comparing to the model. We note that at t = 8 the positive and total interfacial circulation are around 8 % and 81 % of this value in magnitude.
2. Type II Fig. 7 shows r u (divergence) contours, the mean interface location ( = 0:5 contour) and the normalized vorticity eld at three di erent times for a Type II interaction with M = 2:75; = 3:0, and = 3:0 (Air-R22). The TS traverses the ellipse before the IS and interacts with it on the leeward side. Thus the circulation deposited by IS is prematurely terminated and TS deposits circulation by a s/f interaction. In Fig 7(a) we see the incident shock (IS) traversing around the leeward side depositing negative vorticity, while the transmitted shock (TS) approaches the leeward interface. The nearly vertical left segment or \stalk" of the TS is about to undergo a local s/f interaction. In Fig. 7(b) , we see TS undergoing a local s/f interaction with the unshocked ambient gas on the leeward side of the ellipse. It generates a transmitted shock (TTS, moving into the ambient) and a re ected rarefaction. We observe a complex shock system created by the TTS-IS interaction. Vorticity generation on the interface by the IS is terminated. In Fig. 7(c) , we see that the TS has completed its traversal through the ellipse (and its interaction with the leeward side of the ellipse) and emerged from the bubble as TTS. Its interaction with the IS occurs o the interface. A slip line, formed as a result of the TTS-IS interaction, is seen emanating from a triple point on TS. We also see the incipient rolling up of the interface, as discussed in 15]. Note, as in the previous interaction, the ellipse is compressed by the shock and translates along the x-axis.
Thus Type II can be said to have four phases, the rst three being the same as in Type I. Fig. 7(a) shows phase (iii). The fourth phase commences when the \stalk" of the TS starts interacting with the leeward side at about C 0 (Fig. 7(b) ). In Fig. 7(c) , phase (iv) has ended, TTS has emerged from the bubble to interact with IS away from the interface. The existence of phase (iv) can be seen in the on{axis pressure diagram (Fig. 8) where neither the notch nor the pressure enhancement of Type I are seen. Instead, one sees a s/f interaction of the TS at t = 1:2, resulting in a re ected rarefaction and a TTS.
From the above discussion, in essence the IS and the TS compete on the leeward side of the ellipse. It is precisely this shock{competition which determines the vorticity deposition mechanism.
We examine the vortex consequences of this Type II behavior in Fig. 9 . Again we show six circulations, positive and negative and the net on and o the interface. We see the expected early time linear growth, but also a strong positive component growing o the interface at around t = 1:3. This is associated with the breakthrough at about C 0 . Furthermore, at this time the negative interfacial component begins to saturate for the same reason.
The arrow at t = 2:3 points to the circulation used in comparing to the model. We note that at t = 6:0 the positive and negative circulations o the interface are substantial, an e ect to be quanti ed and modeled.
Note, in both these examples the interfacial domain expands rapidly after shock passage, and the expansion is larger for larger Mach numbers, a troublesome numerical artifact associated with low{order numerical schemes 16]. In Fig. 8 , around t 1:7 the interfacial domain area (or volume per unit span) is comparable to the interior bubble domain area. This di usive e ect must be understood and quanti ed before further late time studies of instability and mixing can be believed and accurately modeled.
B. Critical Time and Aspect Ratios
We now characterize the beginning of shock{competition by means of the shock traversal time. To determine which type of interaction occurs on the leeward side, we characterize the movements of the IS around the leeward side and TS through the bubble. Conservatively, if the vertical stalk of the transmitted shock arrives at the right-most leeward interface point before the undiminished-strength (assumed for simplicity) IS arrives at that point, we have a Type II interaction. To model these interactions, we make a few simplifying approximations:
1. On the leeward side of the ellipse, we adopt the near-normality ansatz 11], i. e., the IS is locally perpendicular to the interface and moves with undiminished speed. This approximation is poor for weak shocks.
2. We approximate the \stalk" of the TS as a plane shock of height y c , where (?x c ; y c ) is the point on the interface where the incident shock refraction becomes irregular. In an irregular refraction at an elliptical interface, the TS system consists of a nearly vertical \stalk", topped by a triple point and a complex shock system. By approximating the TS as a plane shock of height y c , we ignore the triple point and the complicated shock system associated with it, which is the right segment of the TS in its simplest form.
3. We assume that the height and strength of the TS remain unchanged as it propagates through the inside of the ellipse.
We estimate the time taken by the IS to traverse the prolate elliptical interface by where dl is the in nitesimal arc length along the interface, points A, B and D have been de ned in Fig. 3 , E(k) is a complete elliptic integral of the second kind and has the asymptotic limits :
2 for k ! 0; 1 for k ! 1:
The time taken by the TS to traverse the interior of the ellipse is estimated as The corresponding expression for oblate ellipses can be similarly derived. We now derive an expression for a critical aspect ratio c such that Type I or II processes prevail if < c or > c , respectively. If 0 = b are xed, then the 3-tuple ( , , ) de nes the parameter set for a given shock{ellipse interaction. Here, is the normalized pressure ratio across IS and is given by ; so that (M) ! 0 (or 1) for weak (or strong) shocks, respectively. In Fig. 10(a) , we plot the surface = c ( ; ), the boundary between Type I & II interactions, as a function of and 1= xing the spec c heat ratios ( 0 = b = 1:4). An alternate presentation is given in Fig. 10(b) , where lines of constant c are shown. Thus for a given and , if > c then we have Type II. This applies for oblate ellipses as well. We observe that in the ( ; ) space there is a region where c < 1. This implies that if only prolate ellipses ( > 1) are considered, then in this region one can only observe Type II interactions.
For later use, we approximate the time t c , for termination of primary circulation deposition by IS, as the time for TS to reach C 0 , or t c = 1 + x c M T c b :
IV. QUANTIFICATION AND MODELING OF INTERFACIAL BAROCLINIC CIRCULATION AT EARLY TIMES
Samtaney et al. ( 11] , 12]) showed that the leading term in a series (O(sin )) for the normalized baroclinic circulation generated per unit length on a density{strati ed interface is~ 1 = i (M; ; 0 ; b ) sin , where is the local angle between the shock front and the interface and subscript i denotes either s=f or f=s. Equations for i (M; ; 0 ; b ), for both s/f and f/s interactions, are given in Appendix A for completeness. To obtain the circulation on the interface, we assume the IS strength M remains constant and the tangent to the IS front is locally perpendicular to the interface as it di racts around the leeward side of the bubble. Thus, in the absence of shock competition, the circulation deposited by IS on a heavy ellipse at the end of phase (iii) is modeled by where 0 = b = 0 0 , 0 0 is the post-shocked density of the ambient gas, approximated from a 1D shock{interface interaction. Subscript \i" in Eq. 4.2 is either f=s or s=f depending upon whether 0 > 1 or 0 < 1, respectively. Note, prior to shock{competition (i. e., during the primary deposition) it is observed in numerical simulations (and is a property of our rst{order deposition model) that the time rate of baroclinic circulation deposition is a constant.
Type II interactions should also contain two circulation deposition terms. The rst term is due to the (prematurely terminated) deposition by the IS (approximated by ? f=s t c =t I ), and the second term is the due to the s/f interaction of the TS at an interface of density ratio 1= . Therefore, the total circulation deposited in a Type II interaction is 
We quantify the interfacial circulation from the numerical simulations (? num ) at the end of the TS traversal of the interior of the ellipse and plot ? num =? I for = 3:0; = 1:5 (Air-R22) and = 5:04; = 1:5 (Air-SF6) simulations in Fig. 11 . In Fig. 12 we plot ? num =? I for 1:2 M 3:5 for = 1:54; = 1:5 (Air-CO2) and = 3:0; = 3:0(Air-R22). The di erence in cirulation deposition in numerical simulations and the model is less than 10 % for both types of interactions. In Fig. 13 No clear trend is observed for the departure of the model from the numerical simulations. However, these departures are small (typically less than 5%) and could be due to secondary phenomena which our rst order model fails to capture in a region of complex ow physics.
V. CONCLUSION
The interaction of a shock with a heavy prolate ellipse is characterized by leeward{side complex shock interactions. These phenomena lead to two types of shock{ellipse interactions, referred to as Type I & II. We use physical space \snapshots" of velocity-divergence and vorticity, on{axis pressure space-time (S/T) diagrams and evolving circulation budgets to visualize shock{competition and circulation deposition.
In a Type I interaction, the incident shock (IS) completes its traversal of the elliptical bubble before the transmitted shock (TS) does. IS re ects o the symmetry axis and sends an upstream shock through the ellipse which, in turn, interacts with TS. This is seen as a prominent notch in the pressure S/T diagram (Fig. 5) . In addition, the axis-re ected IS contributes to the circulation deposition on the interface.
In a Type II interaction, the transmitted shock traverses through the ellipse and interacts with the leeward side before the incident shock does { seen clearly again in the on{axis pressure S/T diagram as the TS interacts with the undistrubed leeward extremity of the bubble (Fig. 8 ). An approximate expression is given to represent traversal time ratio to demarcate the two types of interactions. It is the ratio of the time taken for the IS to cover the entire interfacial circumference to the time taken for a planar TS to move across the elliptic bubbles interior. We also correlate certain salient events (e. g. transition from regular to irregular shock refraction in the shock{ellipse interaction on the windward side) with their signatures in the positive, negative and net circulation budgets. In addition to the details of shock{ellipse interactions, we nd that for a given shock strength and gas pair, there exists a critical aspect ratio of the elliptical cylinder for which the time ratio is unity. We show that for a certain region of the parameter space, prolate ellipses can experience only one type of interaction.
A heuristic model for the baroclinic circulation deposited on the interface at the end of early time (when both TS and IS have departed the leeward interface) is proposed and validated against converged numerical simulations. The model incorporates the e ect of shock competition and its results fall within a 10 % band about the numerical solution. For somewhat later times, the total positive and negative circulations, resulting in part from o -interface shock processes may di er substantially from the results of the interfacial model.
APPENDIX A: CALCULATION OF THE CIRCULATION MODEL TERMS
In this appendix, we provide, without details, su cient information to calculate the terms ( s=f and f=s ) in the model derived in section IV.
The baroclinic circulation generation per unit length of a fast{slow interface can be expressed as a series in sin , where is the local angle between the shock front and the interface. Fig. 4{6 and Fig. 7{9 , respectively. Times are: t contact is the time elapsed for IS before contact is made with the windward edge of the ellipse; t critical is the time elapsed for the IS to reach a point when the interaction becomes irregular; t crest is the time elapsed for the IS to reach the crest of the ellipse; t IS the time elapsed for the IS to complete its traversal of the entire interface; and t TS is the elpased time for the TS to complete its traversal of the minor axis of the ellipse. Note, t IS is estimated from the numerical data (Fig. 5) for Type I interaction and analytically for Type II. t TS is estimated from numerical results ( Fig. 5 and 8 ). All times have been normalised by t = b=c 0 , the time needed by a linear acoustic wave to travel the semi-minor axis of the ellipse. y c is the height of the \stalk" of TS, estimated from the point where the interaction becomes irregular i. e. = cr .
Figure No. 4 7 Parameters (M; , Gas Pair) is also plotted using a solid line. In (a) we plot 6 r u contours, equally spaced between -87 and +13 to elucidate the shock structures. We see the transmitted shock (TS) just before it undergoes a local s/f interaction with the leeward side of the bubble interface while IS traverses it. In (b) we plot 13 divergence contours, equally spaced between -130 and -3. We see that the IS has re ected o the horizontal axis and is moving upwards while TS undergoes a local s/f interaction with the leeward side of the ellipse. Other details can be found in Table II (Table I) 
